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We study the interplay of conductive and radiative heat transfer (RHT) in planar geometries and predict that
temperature gradients induced by radiation can play a significant role on the behavior of RHT with respect to gap
sizes, depending largely on geometric and material parameters and not so crucially on operating temperatures.
Our findings exploit rigorous calculations based on a closed-form expression for the heat flux between two plates
separated by vacuum gaps d and subject to arbitrary temperature profiles, along with an approximate but accurate
analytical treatment of coupled conduction-radiation in this geometry. We find that these effects can be prominent
in typical materials (e.g., silica and sapphire) at separations of tens of nanometers, and can play an even larger
role in metal oxides, which exhibit moderate conductivities and enhanced radiative properties. Broadly speaking,
these predictions suggest that the impact of RHT on thermal conduction, and vice versa, could manifest itself
as a limit on the possible magnitude of RHT at the nanoscale, which asymptotes to a constant (the conductive
transfer rate when the gap is closed) instead of diverging at short separations.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.94.121410

Two nontouching bodies held at different temperatures can
exchange heat through photons. In the far field, i.e., separations
d  thermal wavelength λT = c/kB T (of the order of 8 μm
at room temperature), the maximum radiative heat transfer
(RHT) between them is limited by the well-known StefanBoltzmann law [1]. In the near field, i.e., d  λT , evanescent
waves can tunnel and contribute flux, enabling RHT to exceed
this limit by several orders of magnitude [2–4]. Such enhancements can be larger in nanostructured surfaces [5,6], but only
a handful of these have been studied thus far [7–10], leaving
much room for improvements [5]. A more commonly studied
heat-transport mechanism is thermal conduction, involving
transfer of energy through phonons or electrons. Although
conduction is typically more efficient than RHT [11–13],
there are ongoing theoretical and experimental efforts aimed
at discovering novel materials and structures leading to larger
RHT, with recent work suggesting the possibility of orders
of magnitude enhancements [5], in which case RHT could
not only compete but even exceed conduction in situations
typically encountered in everyday experiments (e.g., under
ambient conditions).
In this Rapid Communication, we present an approach
for studying coupled conduction-radiation (CR) problems
between planar objects separated by gaps that captures the
full interplay of near-field RHT and thermal conduction at the
nanoscale. Using an exact, closed-form expression of the slabslab RHT in the presence of arbitrary temperature distributions,
we show that CR interplay can give rise to significant temperature gradients and thereby greatly modify RHT, causing the
latter to asymptote to a constant, the conductive flux when
the gap is closed, which sets a fundamental limit to radiative
heat exchange at short separations. We provide evidence of the
validity of a simple but useful surface-sink approximation that
treats the impact of RHT on conduction as arising purely at the
vacuum-slab interfaces, yielding analytical expressions with
which one can study the scaling behavior and impact of these
effects with respect to relevant parameters. For instance, we
find that their prominence is largely independent of operating
temperatures but strongly tied to the choice of materials
2469-9950/2016/94(12)/121410(5)

(e.g., glasses and oxides versus highly conductive metals) and
geometries (e.g., thin versus macroscopic films). Furthermore,
these phenomena lie within the reach of current-generation
experiments [14], leading to significant changes in RHT
between typical materials like silica and sapphire at relatively
large gap sizes ∼several tens of nanometers, and potentially
playing an even greater role in metal oxides, which exhibit
low-loss infrared polaritons [15,16] and therefore enhance
RHT.
Coupled photonic and phononic diffusion processes in
nanostructures are becoming increasingly important [17,18].
While recent works have primarily focused on the interplay
between thermal diffusion and external optical illumination,
e.g., laser-induced, localized heating of plasmonic structures
[19–23], the thermal radiation emitted by a heated body and
absorbed by nearby objects can also be a great source of heating
or cooling. To date, however, the impact of RHT on conduction
remains largely unexplored, with the consensus view being
that radiation is insufficiently large to result in appreciable
temperature gradients [12,13,24]. On the other hand, modern
experiments measuring RHT between planar surfaces are
beginning to probe the nanometer regime [14,25–37], and in
certain cases offer evidence of deviations from the typical
1/d 2 behavior associated with near-field enhancement [38,39]
at nanometric distances, often attributed to nonlocal [17,40] or
phonon-tunneling [18] effects. Here, we find that depending
on geometric configuration and materials, radiation-induced
temperature gradients can play a significant role on transport
above the nanometer regime, requiring a full treatment of the
coupling between conduction and radiation.
Exact formulation of coupled conduction-radiation. In what
follows, we present a formulation of coupled CR applicable to
the typical situation of two planar bodies (the same framework
can be extended to multiple bodies), labeled a and b, separated
by a gap of size d. We assume that the slabs exhibit arbitrary
temperature profiles and exchange heat among one other.
Neglecting convection and considering bodies with length
scales larger or of the order of their phonon mean free path,
in which case Fourier conduction is valid, the stationary
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temperature distribution satisfies the one-dimensional coupled
CR equation:

 
∂
∂
κ(z) T (z) + dz ϕ(z ,z) = Q(z),
(1)
∂z
∂z
where κ(z) and Q(z) represent the bulk Fourier conductivity
and external heat-flux rate at z, respectively, while ϕ(z ,z)
denotes the radiative power per unit volume from a point z to
z. Previous studies of (1) considered only radiative energy
escaping into vacuum through the surfaces of the objects,
exploiting simple, albeit inaccurate ray-optical approximations
that are inapplicable for subwavelength objects or in the near
field [11,41]. The novelty of our approach to (1) is that
ϕ, as written above and computed below, is fundamentally
tied to accurate and modern descriptions of RHT based on
macroscopic fluctuational electrodynamics [2,42], allowing
us to explore regimes (e.g., distances λT ) where near-field
effects dominate RHT among different objects. In particular, as
we show below, in some regimes RHT can lead to observable
temperature distributions. Although we only consider the
impact of external radiation on the temperature profile and
vice versa, under large temperature gradients, RHT could
potentially modify the intrinsic thermal conductivity of these
objects [17,43,44], a situation that we leave to future work. We
also ignore far-field radiation since it is negligible compared
to conduction or RHT at the distances considered in this work.
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FIG. 1. The left inset shows a schematic of two parallel slabs
separated by a distance d along the z direction (z = 0 denotes the
middle of the gap). The two slabs exhibit a temperature profile T (z):
the temperature is constant and has values TL and TR in the regions
z  −d/2 − ta and z  d/2 + tb , respectively, and varies linearly in
the regions −d/2 − ta < z < −d/2 and d/2 < z < d/2 + tb , with
Ta and Tb denoting the temperatures at the slab-vacuum interfaces.
The main part of the figure shows the temperature profile along the
temperature-varying region of the hot slab in a configuration involving
two silica slabs with ta = tb = 100 μm held at external temperatures
TL = 600 K and TR = 300 K at the outer ends, and separated by
vacuum gaps d. The points z = 0,100 μm represent the boundary of
the thermostat and the interface with the vacuum gap. The three lines
correspond to d = 10 nm (black), 20 nm (red), and 50 nm (blue). The
right inset shows the z-dependent radiative flux rate ϕ(z) (see text)
along slab a at d = 100 nm.

We focus on the scenario illustrated in the inset of Fig. 1,
in which the temperature of slab a (b) is fixed at TL (TR )
by means of a thermostat, except for a region of thickness
ta (tb ). To study this problem, we calculate the RHT via
a Fourier expansion of the slabs’ scattering matrices [45].
Such techniques were recently employed to obtain closed-form
analytical expressions of RHT between plates of uniform
temperature [46–49]. Here, we extend these results to consider
the more general problem of slabs under arbitrary temperature
distributions. Toward this aim, we generalize prior methods [47,49] by dividing each slab into films of infinitesimal
thicknesses, each having a fixed temperature. Describing the
associated electrodynamics fields at each point by means of
the fluctuation-dissipation theorem (from which the RHT can
be deduced), and considering multiple reflections associated
with the various interfaces, we find that the evanescent RHT
per unit volume
 ∞from a ∞point za in slab a to a point zb in slab
b, ϕ(za ,zb ) = 0 dω ω/c dβϕa (ω,β; za ,zb ), can be expressed
analytically in the closed form [50]:


ϕ(ω,β; za ,zb ) =



4β   2 e−2kz d e−2kzm (zb −d/2)
(r kzm )

π2
|1 − r 2 e−2kz d |2
× (N [ω,T (za )] − N [ω,T (zb )]),

(2)

whereβ denotes the conserved,
 parallel (x-y) wave vector
2
2
2
kz = ω /c − β and kzm = εω2 /c2 − β 2 the perpendicular wave vectors in vacuum and the interior of the slabs,
respectively, and where we introduced the transverse-magnetic
(dominant) polarization Fresnel reflection coefficient of a
planar ε-vacuum interface, r = (εkz − kzm )/(εkz + kzm ). Note
that we restrict our analysis to the transverse-magnetic polarization because only it supports a surface phonon-polariton
resonance. Equation (2) permits fast solutions of coupled CR
problems in this geometry for a wide range of parameters.
Surface-sink approximation. At small separations, nearfield RHT is dominated by large-β surface modes that are
exponentially confined to the slab-vacuum interfaces [4].
Hence, it is sufficient (as discussed below and confirmed
through exact results in Fig. 1) to treat its impact on
conduction as a purely surface effect, in which case the entire
problem can be described through the surface temperatures. In
particular, under this assumption, given a distance d, identical
conductivities κ and temperature-varying regions t = ta = tb ,
and external temperatures TL and TR , the only unknowns
are the interface temperatures Ta and Tb , which satisfy the
following boundary conditions:
−κ

Ta − TL
TR − Tb
= −κ
= ϕ.
t
t

(3)

Here, ϕ denotes the net heat exchanged between the two slabs
(assumed to take place at the surfaces), whose spectral ω and
β components are given by [50]
 +∞

e−2kz d
2β  2 

dz e−2kzm z
ϕ(ω,β) = 2 (r ) kzm
 d
−2k
2
2
z
π
|1 − r e
| 0
×(N [ω,T (−d/2 − z)] − N [ω,T (d/2 + z)]). (4)
Despite the complex dependence of the heat flux on separation and temperature profile, we find that it is possible to
approximate the former using a simple, power-law expression
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of the form ϕ  h0 (Ta − Tb )/d 2 [39] (valid as long as the
radiation is primarily coming from the surface of the slabs),
with the coefficient h0 calculated as the near-field heat flux
between two uniform-temperature slabs held at TL and TR ,
divided by TL − TR . Essentially, while the dependence of RHT
on absolute temperature is generally nonlinear, the fact that
conduction through the interior of the slabs scales linearly
with Ta − Tb and that energy must be conserved (i.e., changes
in conductive transfer must be offset by corresponding changes
in RHT), implies that ϕ must also scale linearly with Ta − Tb ,
with the precise value of the coefficient h0 determined from the
radiative conductivity at large values of d where radiation does
not impact conduction. Given these simplifications, Eq. (3) can
be solved to yield




Ta − Tb
2th0 −1
ϕ
h 0 Ta − Tb
= 1+
,
= 2
.
TL − TR
κd 2
TL − TR
d T L − TR
(5)
These formulas reveal that the interplay of conduction and
radiation causes Ta − Tb → 0 quadratically with d, producing
a continuous temperature profile and leading to a finite value of
ϕ → κ(TL − TR )/2t as d → 0, the conductive flux through a
gapless slab of thickness 2t subject to a linear temperature
gradient TL − TR (as it must, from energy conservation).
Below, we show that the existence of such temperature
gradients along with deviations from the typical 1/d 2 RHT
power law are within the reach of present experimental
detection.
Numerical predictions. To begin with, we first address the
validity of the surface-sink approximation above. In order to do
so, we of course need to consider the full coupled CR problem
described by (1), requiring numerical evaluation of the spatial
heat transfer ϕ(za ,zb ) in (2). For concreteness, we consider
a practical situation typical of RHT experiments, involving
two silica (SiO2 ) slabs subject to external temperatures TL =
600 K and TR = 300 K by a thermostat at distance t = ta =
tb = 100 μm away from the slab-vacuum interfaces. Silica
not only has relatively low κ ≈ 1.4 W/m K but also supports
polaritonic resonances at midinfrared wavelengths and has
well-tabulated optical properties [51]. Figure 1 illustrates the
increasing, linear temperature gradient present in slab a with
decreasing separations d, a consequence of the
 exponential
decay of the spatial heat transfer, ϕ(za ) = dzb ϕ(zb ,za ),
illustrated in the inset at a fixed d = 100 nm. Results obtained
through (5), with h0 = 5.53 × 10−12 W/K, are in almost
perfect (essentially indistinguishable) agreement with those of
the full CR treatment and are therefore not shown. The same is
true at smaller values of t, down to tens of nanometers, below
which the surface-sink approximation begins to fail.
Figure 2 shows ϕ and Ta − Tb (inset), normalized by the
external temperature difference TL − TR , as a function of d
and for the same slab configuration but considering multiple
t = {0,0.1,1,10,100,500} μm, with decreasing values of t
leading to smaller temperature gradients and larger ϕ. Here,
t = 0 (dashed line) corresponds to the typical scenario where
conduction dominates and hence there are no temperature
gradients, in which case ϕ = h0 (TL − TR )/d 2 exhibits the
expected divergence. Quite interestingly, we find that at
typical values of t = 100 μm, the flux decreases by ≈ 50% at
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FIG. 2. Total flux ϕ and temperature difference Ta − Tb (inset) as
a function of distance d between two silica slabs (shown schematically
in the left inset of Fig. 1) that are being held at TL = 600 K and TR =
300 K. The various solid lines correspond to different temperaturevarying regions t (from top to bottom): 100 nm (black), 1 μm (red),
10 μm (brown), 100 μm (blue), and 500 μm (green). The orange
dashed line shows ϕ in the absence of temperature gradients.

distances d ≈ 30 nm, well within the reach of current experiments [14,25,34–36]. This result may be particularly relevant
to recent experiments [14] investigating RHT between large
silica objects, which indicate deviations from the 1/d 2 scaling
behavior (along with flux saturation) at similar distances.
We now explore the degree to which these saturation effects
depend on the choice of material and operating conditions,
quantified via the separation regime at which they become
significant. In particular,
inspection of (5) alllows us to define
√
the distance d̃ = 2th0 /κ at which Ta − Tb = 12 (TL − TR )
and ϕ = 12 h0 (TL − TR )/d̃ 2 , corresponding to half the value
of the RHT obtained when conduction and radiation do not
influence one another. Figure 3 shows d̃ as a function of
the material-dependent ratio h0 /κ for the particular choice
of TL = 600 K, TR = 300 K, and t = 100 μm, highlighting
the square-root dependence of the former on the latter.
Superimposed are the expected d̃ associated with various
materials of possible experimental interest (solid circles),
obtained by employing appropriate values of κ and h0 , which
depend primarily on the choice of external temperature. Within
the surface-sink approximation (valid here), the latter do not
influence the scaling of either ϕ or Ta − Tb with respect to
separation, as evident from (5). The inset of Fig. 3 shows h0 as
a function TL for SiC, SiO2 , and aluminum zinc oxide (AZO),
identified by their increasing values of h0 , illustrating the near
constancy of the coefficient over a wide range of acceptable
temperature differences. Note that we consider unrealistically
large values of TL only to illustrate asymptotic behavior.
Noticeably, despite small differences in the value of h0
between various materials, there are striking variations in d̃,
which can range anywhere from a few nanometers in the case
of SiC and GaAs, up to several tens of nanometers for SiO2
and AZO, respectively. Such variations are almost entirely
due to differences in thermal conductivities, which naturally
play a major role in this problem, with the conductivities
of SiC, SiO2 , and AZO taken to be κ  120, 1.4, and
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1.2 W/m K, respectively. Note that, generally, zinc oxides
exhibit moderate values of thermal conductivities at high
temperatures, depending on their fabrication method, with
the value here taken from [52]. The open circle in Fig. 3
indicates the expected d̃ ∼ hundreds of nanometers associated
with ultralow conductivity (κ  0.05 W/m K) nanocomposite
oxides that can now be engineered [15,52,53] and which
are likely to play a more prominent role in future thermal
devices [16]. We stress that our predictions are consistent with
the lack of gradient effects observed in recent experiments
involving materials such as silicon and Au, which exhibit low
and high values of h0 and κ, respectively. The case of silica is
particularly interesting, however, since it is typically used in
RHT experiments, yet the possibility of temperature gradients
has never been considered. These results along with (5)
can serve as a reference for future experiments, allowing

estimates of the regimes under which these effects become
relevant.
While our analysis above is based on the assumption of
vacuum gaps, it is straightforward to generalize Eq. (5) to
include the possibility of finite intervening conductivities,
κ0 > 0, requiring only that h0 be replaced with h0 + κ0 d in
the first expression of Eq. (5). We find, however, that similar
conclusions follow for small but finite κ0  10−5 W/m K
(typical of RHT experiments).
In conclusion, we have presented a study of coupled
conduction-radiation heat transfer between planar objects
at short distances. We have expressed the resulting temperature gradients and radiative-flux modifications in terms
of simple, analytical expressions involving geometric and
material parameters, showing that in systems well within
experimental reach or already considered in experiments [14],
both temperature gradients and flux saturation should be
observed. A similar saturation phenomenon has been predicted
to occur due to nonlocal damping [17,40] and/or phonon
tunneling below the nanometer scale [18] (note that at atomistic
scales where continuum electrodynamics fails, the boundary
between phonon and radiative conduction is blurred). Our
work suggests that even at and above nanometer gaps, and
depending on material and geometric conditions, CR interplay
could instead become the dominant mechanism limiting RHT.
Furthermore, there are significant efforts underway aimed
at exploring regimes, e.g., smaller gap sizes or materials
and structures leading to larger RHT (for applications in
nanoscale cooling [54] and other thermal devices [55]), where
these effects may be observed at even larger separations. Our
ongoing work generalizing the coupled CR formulation to
arbitrary geometries reveals even larger interplay in structured
surfaces [56,57]. Moreover, a material implying a thin film of
high conductivity polaritonic material (e.g. SiC) on top of a
low conductivity slab could be also a promising candidate for
the observation of the effect at large separations. Arguably,
advances in either or both directions will make such analyses
necessary.
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